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Problem&space&
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Graceful&failover&for&IPsec&

•  IPsec&graceful&failover&currently&not&defined:&
•  no&standard&mechanism&

•  proprietary&soluDons&exist&
•  (IPsec&is&the&basis&for&military&HAIPE&IP&encryptors)&

•  Graceful:&
•  IPsec&session&should&not&be&interrupted&
•  interrupDon&of&IPsec&traffic&should&be&minimal&

•  failover&should&be&invisible&to&endOsystems&
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IPsec&today&

•  IPsec&Security&AssociaDon&(SA)&binds&to&an&IP&
address:&

•  IP&address&has&topological&semanDcs&

•  IP&address&is&used&as&a&form&of&idenDty&

•  Failover:&
•  connecDvity&change&may&involve&change&of&IP&

address&range&(new&IP&rouDng&prefix)&

•  change&in&IP&prefix&changes&endOsystem&state&for&

IPsec&(and&also&for&upper&layer&protocols,&e.g.&TCP)&
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End&system&state&for&an&IP&session&

•  Example:&endOsystem&state&in&TCP/IP&

•  IP&addresses,&A&
•  TransportOlayer&Port&numbers,&P&

•  Changes&to&interface&address&binding&has&
impact&higher&up&the&stack&
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⟨tcp$:$PX,PY$,AX,AY$⟩⟨ip$:$AX,AY$⟩⟨i/f$:$AX⟩$$



Current&naming&architecture&
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IntroducDon&to&the&

IdenDfier&Locator&Network&Protocol&&

(ILNP)&
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New&naming&architecture:&&IP&&vs&&ILNP&
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(+&port&number)&
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Separa<on&"&
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End&system&state&with&ILNP&

•  Example:&endOsystem&state&in&TCP/ILNP:&

•  within&the&context&of&IPv6&
•  Locator&value,&L&
•  Port&numbers,&P&

•  Node&IdenDfier&(NID)&values,&I&
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⟨tcp$:$PX,PY$,AX,AY$⟩⟨ip$:$AX,AY$⟩⟨i/f$:$AX⟩$$

⟨tcp$:$PX,PY$,$IX,IY$⟩⟨ilnp$:$LX,LY$⟩⟨i/f$:$(LX)⟩$$



Locator/IdenDfier&Split&for&ILNP&

•  Locator,&L:&
•  Topologically&significant.&
•  Names&a&(sub)network&&

•  Similar&to&today's&network&rou<ng&prefix&
•  Used&only&for&rouDng&and&forwarding&in&the&core.&

•  (Node)&Iden<fier,&NID:&
•  Is&not&topologically&significant.&
•  Names&a&logical/virtual/physical&node,&does&not&
name&an&interface.&

•  Upper&layer&protocols&bind&only&to&Iden<fier.&
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ILNP:&&Engineering&

•  Main&architectural&ideas&can&be&applied&as&

extensions&to&both&IPv4&and&IPv6:&

•  RFCs&6740O6748&(Experimental,&IRTF&RRG)&

•  ILNP&extensions&to&IPv6&–>&ILNPv6.&
•  NonOILNP&nodes&see&an&ordinary&IPv6&packet.&
•  ILNPv6&endOsystems&see&an&ILNPv6&packet.&

•  Focus&here&is&on&IPv6,&as&the&engineering&is&
cleaner,&but&IPv4&is&also&possible.&
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ILNPv6&

•  A&set&of&extensions&to&IPv6:&
•  Same&packet&format&as&IPv6,&with&extensions&

•  No&changes&required&in&the&IPv6&routers&
•  Incrementally&deployable&on&IPv6&networks&

•  Backwards&compaDble&with&IPv6&devices&

•  Split&128Obit&IPv6&address:&
•  64Lbit&Locator&(L64)&&&&&LL&(sub)network&name.&
•  64Lbit&Iden<fier&(NID)&LL&node&name.&
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IPv6&addresses&and&ILNPv6&

 IPv6 (as in RFC3587 + RFC4291): 
 
  | 3 |     45 bits         | 8/16 bits |       64 bits              | 
  +---+---------------------+-----------+----------------------------+ 
  |       Unicast Routing Prefix        |    Interface Identifier    | 
  +---+---------------------+-----------+----------------------------+ 
 
  
 
 
 
 
ILNPv6: 
 
  |             64 bits                 |       64 bits              | 
  +---+---------------------+-----------+----------------------------+ 
  |             Locator                 |    Node Identifier (NID)   | 
  +---+---------------------+-----------+----------------------------+ 
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same&syntax&and&seman<cs&as&
IPv6&rou<ng&(address)&prefix&

so&IPv6&core&routers&work&as&today&

IPv6&rou<ng&(address)&prefix& same&syntax,&different&seman<cs&

these&bits&only&examined&and&
acted&upon&by&end&systems&



IPv6&packet&header&
  0                   1                   2                   3 
  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |Version| Traffic Class |           Flow Label                  | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |         Payload Length        |   Next Hdr    |   Hop Limit   | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |                                                               | 
 +                                                               + 
 |                                                               | 
 +-                       Source Address                        -+ 
 |                                                               | 
 +                                                               + 
 |                                                               | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |                                                               | 
 +                                                               + 
 |                                                               | 
 +-                     Destination Address                     -+ 
 |                                                               | 
 +                                                               + 
 |                                                               | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
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ILNPv6&packet&header&(endOsystem)&
  0                   1                   2                   3 
  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |Version| Traffic Class |           Flow Label                  | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |         Payload Length        |   Next Hdr    |   Hop Limit   | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |                                                               | 
 +                        Source Locator                         + 
 |                                                               | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |                                                               | 
 +                      Source Identifier                        + 
 |                                                               | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |                                                               | 
 +                      Destination Locator                      + 
 |                                                               | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
 |                                                               | 
 +                    Destination Identifier                     + 
 |                                                               | 
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
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IPsec&failover&soluDon&using&ILNP&
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IPsec&/&HAIPE&with&ILNP&Mobility&

•  IPsec&/&HAIPE&with&ILNP&binds&only&to&NID:&
•  NID&is&used&in&transport&layer&state&
•  NID&is&not&topologically&significant&
•  preserves&endOtoOend&semanDcs&

•  NIDLL&binding&change&does&not&impact&IPsec:&
•  dynamic&update&of&NIDOL&binding&similar&to&that&for&

Mobile&IPv6&

•  change&in&NIDOL&binding&does&not&impact&transport&

layer&sessions&

•  Hence,&IPsec&can&be&used&endOtoOend&during&failover&
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HardOhandoff&[1]&

•  Start&with&L1&
•  Change&IPOlevel&
connecDvity&

•  Change&L&value&to&L2&
•  Use&new&L2&value&
•  Possible&packet&loss&
while&correspondent&

node&does&know&

about&L2&

&
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Som&handoff&[1]&

•  Start&with&L1&
•  In&overlap&of&cells,&
use&both&L1&and&L2&

•  Then,&handoff&to&L2&
•  MulDhoming&

during&handoff&

•  NetworkLlayer&soR&
handoff.&
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ILNP&IPsec&advantages&

•  Completely&endOtoOend&model&

•  No&middleboxes/proxies&required&–&such&boxes&

can&be:&

•  a&single&point&of&failure&
•  performance&boKleneck&

•  point&of&security&aKack&
•  No&tunnelling:&

•  apart&from&that&which&might&&already&be&used&by&IPsec&

•  No&rouDng&changes&required:&
•  trust&boundaries&confined&to&endOsystems/sites&
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Testbed&evaluaDon&
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Traffic&emulaDon&and&metrics&
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Fig. 3. Experiment topology. Y is a node that stays stable. X is shown
changing connectivity between two L64 values, L1X and L2X (the green,
dashed arrows. X fails over (changes connectivity) once every 5 seconds.

and delay for packet streams. The conditions that were emu-
lated using netem are shown in Table II – the labels ‘LAN’,
‘MAN’ and ‘WAN’ for the delay are used for convenience.
Each delay value was combined with each loss value.

TABLE II
NETWORK CONDITIONS EMULATED USING NETEM.

Delay [ms] 0 / 0 10 / 20 100 / 200
(LAN) (MAN) (WAN)

Loss [%] 0 / 0 5 / 10 10 / 20

Two values are shown in each columns as A / B, with A being the
one-way value, and B being the round trip value along the end-to-end
path. Note that each delay value was combined with each loss value
for the experiments, i.e. a total of nine combinations.

We have emulated ILNPv6 handoffs using an overlay on
IPv6. The protocol stack for the overlay is depicted in Table
III. Using normal IPv6 UDP sockets on Linux, we transmitted
ILNPv6 packets, and used a simple connectionless transport
protocol (STP) to transmit application-level packet flows. The
ILNPv6 overlay layer presented a unicast interface to the STP
layer, hiding the use of multicast.

TABLE III
OVERLAY PROTOCOL STACK OF THE PROTOTYPE.

Protocol layer Protocol Comment

Application Datagrams Packets with numeric ID
Transport STP a simple transport protocol
Network ILNPv6 ILNPv6 Overlay
Link UDP/IPv6 Unreliable link layer

Our application packet flows were VoIP and ViIP flows,
based on traffic characteristics described in previous studies,
as shown in Table IV.

We performed 20 runs of each flow described in Table IV for
each combination of values given in Table II. Each flow was
65s and there was a failover (handoff) every 5s. Our evaluation
metrics are summarised in Table V.

The loss is the application-level packet loss, and will be
assessed against the emulated loss, so we are concerned with
the gratuitous loss, i.e. that loss due to the operation of the

TABLE IV
APPLICATION TRAFFIC EMULATION, FLOWS LASTED 65S.

Description Data Rate Pkt Size Ref.
[Kbps] [bytes]

Skype / VoIP 64 300 [55], [56]
YouTube / ViIP 658a 1400 [57]

a This is slightly more than the 632Kbps reported in [57].

TABLE V
METRICS USED FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION.

Metric Units Summary Fig.a

loss % Application-layer (STP) 4a
f-delay ms Time to complete failover 4b
f-overhead – # LU/LU-ACK handshakes 4c

a The figure showing the related testbed measurements results.

failover, compared to that which is ‘natural’ (emulated) in the
network. This is a measure of how graceful the handoff is with
respect to the application traffic: lower loss is better.

The f-delay is the failover delay: how long it takes for
the LU/LU-ACK handshake to complete. This is likely to be
affected by loss of LU/LU-ACK packets. Here, a good value
is close to the ‘natural’ (emulated) delay of the network, i.e.
close to the round-trip delay.

The f-overhead is the number of handshakes that are re-
quired in order for the failover to complete successfully, and
will increase as the ‘natural’ (emulated) loss of the network
increases. The optimal value is 1, as that is the minimum
number of handshakes required, a single 2-packet exchange.

B. Results

In Fig. 4, we show the results of our emulation, with VoIP
traffic in the left column and ViIP traffic in the right column.

If we consider first the loss in Fig. 4a, we see that for both
VoIP and ViIP flows, the loss seen at the application-layer
is the same as that of the emulated network, across all the
emulated loss scenarios. That is, there is no gratuitous loss

introduced by the graceful failover mechanism.

From the evaluation of the time taken for the failover to
complete, we find in Fig. 4b that it is very close to the round-
trip delay, across all the emulated loss scenarios. That is, the

time taken for the graceful failover to complete is very close to

optimal in each case. It is clear that as the loss increases, the
time taken for the failover to complete also increases (as do
the error bars), as LU/LU-ACK packets will be lost and will
need to be retransmitted. Note that for the LAN scenario, there
is zero emulated delay (within netem), so the values shown are
due to the delay of the underlying connectivity.

In terms of considering the packet overhead, from Fig.
4c, we see that the value is close to 1 in all cases, and so
the failover has low overhead and is efficient on network
resources. The numbers shown are a mean from 20 runs
hence the fractional values. Note also that, for the same loss
values, the lower delay scenarios (LAN and MAN) seem to
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Two values are shown in each columns as A / B, with A being the
one-way value, and B being the round trip value along the end-to-end
path. Note that each delay value was combined with each loss value
for the experiments, i.e. a total of nine combinations.

We have emulated ILNPv6 handoffs using an overlay on
IPv6. The protocol stack for the overlay is depicted in Table
III. Using normal IPv6 UDP sockets on Linux, we transmitted
ILNPv6 packets, and used a simple connectionless transport
protocol (STP) to transmit application-level packet flows. The
ILNPv6 overlay layer presented a unicast interface to the STP
layer, hiding the use of multicast.

TABLE III
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Application Datagrams Packets with numeric ID
Transport STP a simple transport protocol
Network ILNPv6 ILNPv6 Overlay
Link UDP/IPv6 Unreliable link layer

Our application packet flows were VoIP and ViIP flows,
based on traffic characteristics described in previous studies,
as shown in Table IV.

We performed 20 runs of each flow described in Table IV for
each combination of values given in Table II. Each flow was
65s and there was a failover (handoff) every 5s. Our evaluation
metrics are summarised in Table V.

The loss is the application-level packet loss, and will be
assessed against the emulated loss, so we are concerned with
the gratuitous loss, i.e. that loss due to the operation of the
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Skype / VoIP 64 300 [55], [56]
YouTube / ViIP 658a 1400 [57]

a This is slightly more than the 632Kbps reported in [57].

TABLE V
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f-delay ms Time to complete failover 4b
f-overhead – # LU/LU-ACK handshakes 4c
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failover, compared to that which is ‘natural’ (emulated) in the
network. This is a measure of how graceful the handoff is with
respect to the application traffic: lower loss is better.

The f-delay is the failover delay: how long it takes for
the LU/LU-ACK handshake to complete. This is likely to be
affected by loss of LU/LU-ACK packets. Here, a good value
is close to the ‘natural’ (emulated) delay of the network, i.e.
close to the round-trip delay.

The f-overhead is the number of handshakes that are re-
quired in order for the failover to complete successfully, and
will increase as the ‘natural’ (emulated) loss of the network
increases. The optimal value is 1, as that is the minimum
number of handshakes required, a single 2-packet exchange.

B. Results

In Fig. 4, we show the results of our emulation, with VoIP
traffic in the left column and ViIP traffic in the right column.

If we consider first the loss in Fig. 4a, we see that for both
VoIP and ViIP flows, the loss seen at the application-layer
is the same as that of the emulated network, across all the
emulated loss scenarios. That is, there is no gratuitous loss

introduced by the graceful failover mechanism.

From the evaluation of the time taken for the failover to
complete, we find in Fig. 4b that it is very close to the round-
trip delay, across all the emulated loss scenarios. That is, the

time taken for the graceful failover to complete is very close to

optimal in each case. It is clear that as the loss increases, the
time taken for the failover to complete also increases (as do
the error bars), as LU/LU-ACK packets will be lost and will
need to be retransmitted. Note that for the LAN scenario, there
is zero emulated delay (within netem), so the values shown are
due to the delay of the underlying connectivity.

In terms of considering the packet overhead, from Fig.
4c, we see that the value is close to 1 in all cases, and so
the failover has low overhead and is efficient on network
resources. The numbers shown are a mean from 20 runs
hence the fractional values. Note also that, for the same loss
values, the lower delay scenarios (LAN and MAN) seem to
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have worse values than for the higher delay scenario (WAN).
This may be considered counter-intuitive, but points to a non-
optimal implementation of our LU retransmission algorithm
when network delay is low: our implementation triggers a
timeout too soon and considers the LU lost.
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(b) The mean f-delay (failover delay).
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Fig. 4. Performance of failover during emulations, means from 20 runs. Error
bars plotted at 95% confidence, but may not always be visible. From [5].

C. New incoming sessions

ILNPv6 requires new DNS records in order that a DNS
name lookup request for a name, N, can resolve to NID and
L64 values instead of AAAA values as for IPv6 [31]. However,
if the failover results in a change of L64 value, then that
would mean the DNS records holding L64 values for name N
should be updated when the L64 values change. This can be
done securely, is already possible using Secure DNS Dynamic
Update [48], and is independent of ILNPv64.

However, DNS allows entries to be cached, and so a cached
L64 value that is no longer valid could result in erroneous
session initiation requests. Therefore, where fast failover is
required, time to live (TTL) values for DNS records should

4Two independent, commercial DNS implementations, NSD (from Net-
Labs - https://www.nlnetlabs.nl/projects/nsd/) and BIND (from ISC -
https://www.isc.org/downloads/bind/), support the ILNPv6 DNS records de-
fined in RFC6742 [31].

be kept low, ideally zero. Our previous empirical study on an
operational site DNS deployment shows that it is possible to
use TTL values as low as zero on DNS values for A records
without incurring significant additional load on DNS [6]. From
that study, the data in Table VI shows statistics for A record
requests as the TTL of the DNS A records was decreased
from 1800s, to 30s and then to 0s. We see that mean, 99th-
percentile values and maximum values of request rates remain
easily manageable on current hardware platforms.

TABLE VI
QUERY RATES FOR DNS A RECORDS. FROM [6]a .

TTL value mean std dev max ∼95%b ∼99%c

all queries
1800s 3.33 3.47 183 8 14
30s 4.41 4.27 261 10 16
0s 7.49 4.93 369 15 22

internal: queries from end-systems within the site
1800s 1.31 2.98 176 8 22
30s 1.58 3.57 168 8 24
0s 2.36 3.48 68 8 15

external: queries from end-systems outside the site
1800s 2.02 1.76 66 5 7
30s 2.82 2.28 259 7 9
0s 5.13 3.40 368 11 14

a Each of the TTL values were used for 7 days on an operational network,
with the statistics below reported from ∼155m DNS queries gathered during
a 21 day period.
bThe value of query rate at which we first see ≥95% of queries.
cThe value of query rate at which we first see ≥99% of queries.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Neither the Internet Protocol (IP) nor IP Security (IPsec)
were designed to support failover natively. Today, proprietary
solutions exist for IPsec failover, but they require specific
vendor support. We have proposed an alternative approach,
based on a mobility model supported by the Identifier Locator
Network Protocol (ILNP). This model provides failover for
IPsec, without the need for network support – the mechanism
is end-to-end (or site-to-site). The mechanism uses network-

layer soft handoff, a mechanism that is unique to the ILNP
mobility model and so cannot be supported directly by Mobile
IP or any of its extensions.

Our performance evaluations from our previous work, based
on flows within an emulated testbed scenario, show that
graceful failover is possible, with virtually zero gratuitous loss,
low failover delay and little signalling overhead.

For the future, we will specify the use of ILNP IPsec in
more detail. Then, we intend to implement this in an operating
system kernel and experimentally demonstrate this capability
in an operational network environment using real failover
events. This will allow us to assess in a very practical manner
they overall performance and overhead of the ILNP mobility
model in failover scenarios.

In terms of related future work, it is clear that the use
of an Identifier-Locator paradigm for IP has the potential to
introduce new configuration and management requirements for
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have worse values than for the higher delay scenario (WAN).
This may be considered counter-intuitive, but points to a non-
optimal implementation of our LU retransmission algorithm
when network delay is low: our implementation triggers a
timeout too soon and considers the LU lost.
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(b) The mean f-delay (failover delay).
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Fig. 4. Performance of failover during emulations, means from 20 runs. Error
bars plotted at 95% confidence, but may not always be visible. From [5].

C. New incoming sessions

ILNPv6 requires new DNS records in order that a DNS
name lookup request for a name, N, can resolve to NID and
L64 values instead of AAAA values as for IPv6 [31]. However,
if the failover results in a change of L64 value, then that
would mean the DNS records holding L64 values for name N
should be updated when the L64 values change. This can be
done securely, is already possible using Secure DNS Dynamic
Update [48], and is independent of ILNPv64.

However, DNS allows entries to be cached, and so a cached
L64 value that is no longer valid could result in erroneous
session initiation requests. Therefore, where fast failover is
required, time to live (TTL) values for DNS records should

4Two independent, commercial DNS implementations, NSD (from Net-
Labs - https://www.nlnetlabs.nl/projects/nsd/) and BIND (from ISC -
https://www.isc.org/downloads/bind/), support the ILNPv6 DNS records de-
fined in RFC6742 [31].

be kept low, ideally zero. Our previous empirical study on an
operational site DNS deployment shows that it is possible to
use TTL values as low as zero on DNS values for A records
without incurring significant additional load on DNS [6]. From
that study, the data in Table VI shows statistics for A record
requests as the TTL of the DNS A records was decreased
from 1800s, to 30s and then to 0s. We see that mean, 99th-
percentile values and maximum values of request rates remain
easily manageable on current hardware platforms.

TABLE VI
QUERY RATES FOR DNS A RECORDS. FROM [6]a .

TTL value mean std dev max ∼95%b ∼99%c

all queries
1800s 3.33 3.47 183 8 14
30s 4.41 4.27 261 10 16
0s 7.49 4.93 369 15 22

internal: queries from end-systems within the site
1800s 1.31 2.98 176 8 22
30s 1.58 3.57 168 8 24
0s 2.36 3.48 68 8 15

external: queries from end-systems outside the site
1800s 2.02 1.76 66 5 7
30s 2.82 2.28 259 7 9
0s 5.13 3.40 368 11 14

a Each of the TTL values were used for 7 days on an operational network,
with the statistics below reported from ∼155m DNS queries gathered during
a 21 day period.
bThe value of query rate at which we first see ≥95% of queries.
cThe value of query rate at which we first see ≥99% of queries.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Neither the Internet Protocol (IP) nor IP Security (IPsec)
were designed to support failover natively. Today, proprietary
solutions exist for IPsec failover, but they require specific
vendor support. We have proposed an alternative approach,
based on a mobility model supported by the Identifier Locator
Network Protocol (ILNP). This model provides failover for
IPsec, without the need for network support – the mechanism
is end-to-end (or site-to-site). The mechanism uses network-

layer soft handoff, a mechanism that is unique to the ILNP
mobility model and so cannot be supported directly by Mobile
IP or any of its extensions.

Our performance evaluations from our previous work, based
on flows within an emulated testbed scenario, show that
graceful failover is possible, with virtually zero gratuitous loss,
low failover delay and little signalling overhead.

For the future, we will specify the use of ILNP IPsec in
more detail. Then, we intend to implement this in an operating
system kernel and experimentally demonstrate this capability
in an operational network environment using real failover
events. This will allow us to assess in a very practical manner
they overall performance and overhead of the ILNP mobility
model in failover scenarios.

In terms of related future work, it is clear that the use
of an Identifier-Locator paradigm for IP has the potential to
introduce new configuration and management requirements for
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have worse values than for the higher delay scenario (WAN).
This may be considered counter-intuitive, but points to a non-
optimal implementation of our LU retransmission algorithm
when network delay is low: our implementation triggers a
timeout too soon and considers the LU lost.
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Fig. 4. Performance of failover during emulations, means from 20 runs. Error
bars plotted at 95% confidence, but may not always be visible. From [5].

C. New incoming sessions

ILNPv6 requires new DNS records in order that a DNS
name lookup request for a name, N, can resolve to NID and
L64 values instead of AAAA values as for IPv6 [31]. However,
if the failover results in a change of L64 value, then that
would mean the DNS records holding L64 values for name N
should be updated when the L64 values change. This can be
done securely, is already possible using Secure DNS Dynamic
Update [48], and is independent of ILNPv64.

However, DNS allows entries to be cached, and so a cached
L64 value that is no longer valid could result in erroneous
session initiation requests. Therefore, where fast failover is
required, time to live (TTL) values for DNS records should

4Two independent, commercial DNS implementations, NSD (from Net-
Labs - https://www.nlnetlabs.nl/projects/nsd/) and BIND (from ISC -
https://www.isc.org/downloads/bind/), support the ILNPv6 DNS records de-
fined in RFC6742 [31].

be kept low, ideally zero. Our previous empirical study on an
operational site DNS deployment shows that it is possible to
use TTL values as low as zero on DNS values for A records
without incurring significant additional load on DNS [6]. From
that study, the data in Table VI shows statistics for A record
requests as the TTL of the DNS A records was decreased
from 1800s, to 30s and then to 0s. We see that mean, 99th-
percentile values and maximum values of request rates remain
easily manageable on current hardware platforms.

TABLE VI
QUERY RATES FOR DNS A RECORDS. FROM [6]a .

TTL value mean std dev max ∼95%b ∼99%c

all queries
1800s 3.33 3.47 183 8 14
30s 4.41 4.27 261 10 16
0s 7.49 4.93 369 15 22

internal: queries from end-systems within the site
1800s 1.31 2.98 176 8 22
30s 1.58 3.57 168 8 24
0s 2.36 3.48 68 8 15

external: queries from end-systems outside the site
1800s 2.02 1.76 66 5 7
30s 2.82 2.28 259 7 9
0s 5.13 3.40 368 11 14

a Each of the TTL values were used for 7 days on an operational network,
with the statistics below reported from ∼155m DNS queries gathered during
a 21 day period.
bThe value of query rate at which we first see ≥95% of queries.
cThe value of query rate at which we first see ≥99% of queries.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Neither the Internet Protocol (IP) nor IP Security (IPsec)
were designed to support failover natively. Today, proprietary
solutions exist for IPsec failover, but they require specific
vendor support. We have proposed an alternative approach,
based on a mobility model supported by the Identifier Locator
Network Protocol (ILNP). This model provides failover for
IPsec, without the need for network support – the mechanism
is end-to-end (or site-to-site). The mechanism uses network-

layer soft handoff, a mechanism that is unique to the ILNP
mobility model and so cannot be supported directly by Mobile
IP or any of its extensions.

Our performance evaluations from our previous work, based
on flows within an emulated testbed scenario, show that
graceful failover is possible, with virtually zero gratuitous loss,
low failover delay and little signalling overhead.

For the future, we will specify the use of ILNP IPsec in
more detail. Then, we intend to implement this in an operating
system kernel and experimentally demonstrate this capability
in an operational network environment using real failover
events. This will allow us to assess in a very practical manner
they overall performance and overhead of the ILNP mobility
model in failover scenarios.

In terms of related future work, it is clear that the use
of an Identifier-Locator paradigm for IP has the potential to
introduce new configuration and management requirements for
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ILNP&IPsec&failover&

•  IPsec&failover&with&ILNP:&
•  mobility&model&

•  EndOtoOend&model&O&advantages:&

•  no&proxy/middlebox&

•  trust&boundary&
•  no&addiDonal&aKack&vectors&via&proxy&

•  Performance:&

•  virtually&zero&gratuitous&loss&with&som&handoff&
•  low&overhead&
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ILNP:&&Locator&ProperDes&

•  Locator&names&an&IP&Subnetwork.&

•  Locator&is&equivalent&to&an&IP&RouDng&Prefix.&
• Nodes&can&change&their&Locator&values&during&
the&life<me&of&an&ILNP&session:&
•  Enables&mobility,&mul<Lhoming,&NAT,&endLtoLend&
IPsec,&siteLcontrolled&traffic&engineering,&etc.&

• MulDple&Locators&can&be&used&simultaneously&

•  Enables&mulDOhoming,&seamless&mobility,&endOtoO

end&IPsec,&traffic&engineering,&etc.&

•  Locators&NEVER&used&by&TCP,&UDP,&SCTP,&etc.&
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ILNP:&&IdenDfier&ProperDes&

•  IdenDfier&names&a&node,&not&an&interface&
•  Remains&constant&during&the&lifeDme&of&a&

transport&session&&

•  Enables&IPsec,&NAT,&&&other&improvements&
•  Nodes&have&mulDple&IdenDfiers&concurrently:&

•  Only&one&idenDfier&for&a&given&ILNP&session&
•  IdenDfiers&are&stable&over&Dme&

•  Special&NID&formats&also&supported&by&ILNP:&

•  IPv6&Privacy&ID&extensions,&CGAs,&etc&
•  Only&NID&is&used&by&IPsec,&TCP,&UDP,&SCTP,&etc.&
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